Introduction
The aim of this paper is to analyse the whmovement for Romanian in TAG formalisrn. Romanian shares free extractibility from tensed clauses with its Rornance sister languages and it has borrowed multiple wh-fronting from the slavic languages. These features of Rornanian are quoted by Kroch (1989) frorn Comorovsky (1986) , where he justifies the analysis of extractions in TAG. This formalism allows a correlation between the absence of wh-islands and the possibility of multiple wh -movement. But the facts of the Romanian language are more complex .We consider here several phenornena like simple questions, unbounded dependencies, wh-islands, multiple wh -movement . Because of order between the free wh-words for the multiple wh-movement , a complete analysis is not possible with TAG. TAG derivation trees do not provide a good ' representation of the dependencies between the words of the sentence, i.e" of the predicateargument and modification structure. Also, the derivation structures of MCTAG (Joshi,1987 ) cannot be given a linguistically meaningful interpretation (Section 3). We show here that an analysis is possible with DTG formalism (Vijay-Shanker, D. Weir, 0. Rambow,1995) that resolve these problems with the use of a single operation -that we call subsertion -for handling all complementation. What ido you regret that Mary has read e, ? The wh -pronoun in the initial tree is in the same verb with which it is construed and i ts interpretation as the object of the verb " to read ·· is thus guaranteed . Following standard conventions we represent the relationship between the fronted constituent and thc position in which phrases with its grammatical role normally appear by coindexing the fronted wh with an empty category. The relationship between an indexed empty category and the categorially identical, c-commanding node with which it is in coindexed , we call "linking ". The adjunction of the auxiliary tree in the initial tree produces the final tree in which the wh-word is now initial in the matrix sentence. Strikingly, there is no bound on the depth of the embedding: (3)Pe eine i crezi ca Paul a zis ca Ion a placut e;?
Who ido you think that Paul said that Ion liked e ;? In (3), the wh-word is an argument of the most deeply embedded verb" like" , thus causing the non-projectivity. A TAG can capture the longdistance dependency naturally, since the recursive adjunction operation allows an unbounded number of clauses to intervenue between directly dependent lexemes. We first substitute all nominal arguments into their respective verbal trees , and then adjoin thc: intermediate say -clause into the most deeply embedded /ike-clause at the S node immediately dominated by the root. This has the effect of separating the wh-word from its verb. evcn though they originated in the same structure . We than subsequently adjoin the matrix thi11k -clause into the intennediate say-clause . In examples 9-12(a) and 14(b) because o f the ordering constraint, the TAG formalism is not able to analyse these cases , given the predicatt' -argument coocurrence constraint on t!k mentary trees. The problem in describing this phenomena with TAG arises from the fact observed by VijayShanker 1992 , that adjoining is an overly restricted way of combining structures.
Wh-islands
In Multi-Component TAG (MCT AG) (J oshi, 1987), trees are grouped into sets which must be adjoined together ( multicomponent adjunction). The elementary tree is split up into parts, which are grouped together into sets. All trees from one set must be adjoined at the same time, at different nodes into the single tree representing the embedded clause. However, MCTAG Jack expressive power since, while syntactic relations are invariably subject to c-command or dominance constraints , there is no way to state that two trees from a set must be in a dominance relation in the derived tree. (Figure 2) ~,.············~ DTG is designed to overcome this limitation . Subsertion can be viewed as a generalization of adjunction in which components of the clausal complement (the subserted structure) can be interspersed within the structure that is the site cf the subsertion . DTG provide a mechanism involving the use Qf domination links(d-edges) that ensure that parts of the subserted structure that are not substituted dominate those parts that are . Furthermore,there is a need to constrain the way in which the non -substituted components can be interspersed. The derivation proceeds as follows : we first subsert the embedded clause tree into the matrix clause tree. After we subsert the wh-pronoun of In DTG formalism,the ordering constraint on the extractions is marked by the foature " topic ".The final tree is the desired . semantically motivated , dependency structure : the embedded clause depends on the matrix clause), with respect to the ordering constraint on the wh-pronouns.
Conclusion
DTG are designed to share some of the advantages like other fonnalisms in the TAG family, while overcoming some of their limitations . The most distinctive feature of DTG is that there is complete uniformity in the way that the subsertion relate lexical items. Furthermore , DTG can provide a unifonn analysis for wh-movement in Romanian, despite the fact that the wh-elements in Romanian can appear in sentence -initial position and in sentence -second position. 
